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TRISTAR WORLDWIDE SUCCESS IN TOP CHAUFFEUR AWARDS 
 

Tristar Worldwide, one of the world’s leading chauffeur service providers, is a finalist in three 

different categories of the annual Professional Driver QSi Awards, run by Pro Driver magazine.  The 

company has been recognised in the Chauffeur Company (31+ Vehicles) category and for the 

Marketing Award, while Tristar chauffeur Paul Alleman is a finalist in the prestigious Professional 

Driver of the Year Award. 

The QSi (Quality, Service and Innovation) Awards are the only national awards for the UK's Chauffeur 

and Private Hire industry.   The overall winners of the Awards will be presented at a gala black tie 

dinner at the Effingham Park Hotel near Gatwick on Thursday 20th November. 

Commenting on Tristar’s success in these Awards, Dean de Beer, CEO of Tristar Worldwide says, 

“We’re delighted to have been selected as a finalist in every category of these awards that we 

entered and are looking forward to the finals next month.  Our nomination in the Chauffeur 

Company category reflects our mission to provide the very best quality chauffeur drive services for 

our customers.   We are constantly innovating to achieve this, for example we’ll have a 100% 

Mercedes fleet by the end of the year.’ 

 

Dean continues, ‘We particularly want to congratulate our chauffeur Paul Alleman in being a finalist 

in the very competitive category of Professional Driver of the Year.  Paul has been with us since 2002 

and is a perfect example of the high standards and attention to detail that our chauffeurs possess.  

He is a highly skilled chauffeur, with very high scores on the Institute of Advanced Motorists driving 

assessment. He is always immaculately turned out and delivers incredibly thoughtful customer 

service, going the extra mile for his clients. It’s wonderful to see him rewarded with this well-

deserved nomination.’ 
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About Tristar Worldwide 

With offices in London, Manchester, Paris, Boston, New York and Hong Kong, Tristar Worldwide 

Chauffeur Services is one of the world’s leading chauffeur drive companies with a fleet of more than 

500 vehicles.   Operating through a network of offices and affiliates in more than 80 countries, Tristar 

delivers over 500,000 passengers safely to their destinations every year. Its industry-leading service 

and performance means that some of the best-known companies and brands trust Tristar Worldwide 

to deliver.   http://uk.tristarworldwide.com/ 

For more information about Tristar Worldwide and images, please contact: 

 Annabel Hillary at Hume Whitehead Limited on 07884 430862 /annabel@humewhitehead.co.uk  
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